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JMIS NEWS LETTER  

(For the month of August) 

 
“The difference between ordinary and extraordinary is that little 

extra.” 

 

Dear Parents  

 

“Hard Work is the key to success; it can help us to accomplish anything.” 

 

We know all the essentials of Happy & Successful Zindagi but amidst this 
humdrum of life we get into oblivion ... but get a reminder when we prepare 
our children for exams, as this is the time of letting our children direct 
towards the path of hard work & determination, followed by sure success. 
And the time for the same has come, Month of September - Month of 
examination. Where not only children but parents & teachers equally toil & 
strive for better scores. And the mantra of success is only and 
only HARD WORK.  
 

We proudly appreciate students who have made their mark by 
working hard. 
 

LAURELSLAURELSLAURELSLAURELS    
    

Rose DeepRose DeepRose DeepRose Deep of class IV B won the gold medal after 

winning first position and Ojus Ojus Ojus Ojus GaurGaurGaurGaur of class V 

received silver trophy for scoring the second position 

in Voc- a Boom, spelling competition held at St Thomas 

Sec 19. A pure victory, as it is won by defeating 25 schools. 

 



Girls Team comprising of Reema Sharma, Shikha Dabas, Reema Sharma, Shikha Dabas, Reema Sharma, Shikha Dabas, Reema Sharma, Shikha Dabas, 

Shreya Sachdeva, Jayati Aggarwal, of class X and Nitya Shreya Sachdeva, Jayati Aggarwal, of class X and Nitya Shreya Sachdeva, Jayati Aggarwal, of class X and Nitya Shreya Sachdeva, Jayati Aggarwal, of class X and Nitya 

NarNarNarNaraaaayan, Anjana, yan, Anjana, yan, Anjana, yan, Anjana,     

    

Shruti Badoni, Saloni Rana, Keerti Gupta, NishaShruti Badoni, Saloni Rana, Keerti Gupta, NishaShruti Badoni, Saloni Rana, Keerti Gupta, NishaShruti Badoni, Saloni Rana, Keerti Gupta, Nisha    GodGodGodGodra ra ra ra and and and and 

KirtiKirtiKirtiKirti    Singhal Singhal Singhal Singhal Of class IX outshined its opponent in Zonal Inter School Throw 

Ball Junior Competition. They won the first match in G.B.S.S.S. Palam No.1 

and drew appreciation for energetic performance in second match. 

 

Shreya SachdevaShreya SachdevaShreya SachdevaShreya Sachdeva (X) in Singles & Anjana Anjana Anjana Anjana 

(IX) with (IX) with (IX) with (IX) with ShreyaShreyaShreyaShreya    Sachdeva (XSachdeva (XSachdeva (XSachdeva (X)))) in doubles 

gave tough challenge to their rival team 

and won the First quarter final of 

Badminton Tournament held at Pragati Public School, defeating 32 teams.  

 

ACTIVITIESACTIVITIESACTIVITIESACTIVITIES        
    

CCCC3333: CREATIVE CURIOUS COLLAGE: CREATIVE CURIOUS COLLAGE: CREATIVE CURIOUS COLLAGE: CREATIVE CURIOUS COLLAGE    

In a creative collage competition students of Classes 

III-V expressed their love for motherland, India. 

Photographs, poems, slogans, captions on the theme 

‘INCREDIBLE INDIA’ were innovatively made. Classes 

VI-XII made posters and portraits of revolutionary 

leaders depicting their contribution and love for the country. The best 

entries were showcased in class rooms and corridors. 

    

SWASTH KHAOSWASTH KHAOSWASTH KHAOSWASTH KHAO----SWASTH SWASTH SWASTH SWASTH RAHO:RAHO:RAHO:RAHO:    Healthy body is home to healthy mind 

 

‘The Healthy Eating’ Activity, comprising of two 
rounds, was organized to create awareness of 
which food is healthy & which is not. Students of 
classes III-V were asked to bring a healthy 
breakfast & to speak about the method of 
preparation and its nutrient values. Students 

were selected in the preliminary round held in their respective classrooms & 
in second round were given the chance  again to speak in assembly.  



MATHEMATICS IS MATHEMATICS IS MATHEMATICS IS MATHEMATICS IS FUN!!!!FUN!!!!FUN!!!!FUN!!!!    

Yes! When learned in fun way. The minds of Ankur & 
Pallav went tipsy turvy during the activity ‘Jodo Gyan’ 
wherein students learnt names and sizes of varied 
shapes through models provided on the same. They 
made different objects with the help of basic shapes. It 
was indeed a pleasure to see the young creative minds at work 
 

ENHANCED EXPRESSIONENHANCED EXPRESSIONENHANCED EXPRESSIONENHANCED EXPRESSION    

To enhance and nurture the skill in language, 
expression and structure, creative writing 
competitions are held every month. Students of 
classes VI-X penned down their thoughts on the 
following topics respectively: - Organ Donation, would 
you consider as a way of gifting life? (VI), With 
growing professional competence, one gets little time 
for  family(VII),My Problem(VIII), Rights child of my age must get (IX), My 
Mobile Phone(X), Secret Diary, Camp fire, aerobics(story writing XI), Good Vs 
Evil, Do evil and good really exist (XII). Really students had a lot to say when 
it came to speaking their mind; every one relied on original ideas and 
confidently took it as a challenge and gave their best.  
 

ALL INDIA RBI INTER SCHOOL QUIZ COMPETITION ALL INDIA RBI INTER SCHOOL QUIZ COMPETITION ALL INDIA RBI INTER SCHOOL QUIZ COMPETITION ALL INDIA RBI INTER SCHOOL QUIZ COMPETITION     

To promote financial literacy at school level, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) 
organized an all-India RBI inter school quiz called as ‘RBIQ’. The quiz was 
conducted to create awareness and interest about the history and role of the 
Reserve Bank.  Students underwent a new kind of experience and learnt a 
lot. 
 

LA INDIA!LA INDIA!LA INDIA!LA INDIA!    

Based on culture, history, sports, religion, region, 

government, politics, personalities and celebrities, a 

quiz was conducted with six mind-boggling rounds– 

Multiple choice answer, identify the personality, rapid 

fire round, direct question, buzzer round and dumb charades. Each question 

carried 10 marks and pass question was for 5 marks. Participants were well 

prepared and answered enthusiastically.  

 

    

    

    



RAKHI MAKING ACTIVITYRAKHI MAKING ACTIVITYRAKHI MAKING ACTIVITYRAKHI MAKING ACTIVITY    

“I sought my soul, but my soul I could not see. I sought 

my God, but my God eluded me. I sought my brother 

and I found all three.” 

Rakhi is a sacred thread embellished with sister’s love 

and affection for her brother. And what can be a 

better expression of love than self made Rakhi. A 

Rakhi making activity was held for pre-school to class II. Children showed 

their inventiveness by decorating hand crafted Rakhi with cotton balls, 

tassels, and ribbon and glitter paper. The handmade rakhis reflected sisters’ 

undying love for their brothers. Students not only had lots of fun but also 

found the way of showing love and concern. 

 

“HATHI GHODA HATHI GHODA HATHI GHODA HATHI GHODA PALKI KIPALKI KIPALKI KIPALKI KI    JAI KANHIYA LAL KI”JAI KANHIYA LAL KI”JAI KANHIYA LAL KI”JAI KANHIYA LAL KI”    

Krishna Katha was portrayed depicting, lord Krishna’s life, especially his 

teachings through the dance drama by the teachers of Ankur & Pallav. 

Students and teachers chanted, clapped and danced on the much known 

lyrics “hathi ghoda palki, jai kanhiya lal ki”. The ecstasy felt in the celebration 

of Janamashtami, was unique and everlasting. 

 

VISIT & EXCURSIONSVISIT & EXCURSIONSVISIT & EXCURSIONSVISIT & EXCURSIONS    

An excursion to NATIONAL MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY was organized 

for classes VI-X. The aim of the excursion was to make students aware of our 

rich natural heritage with lots of fun. Museum has three galleries distinctively 

based on varied themes. First gallery of the museum is on “Introduction to 

natural history”. Modals of evolutionary history of the earth, several different 

kinds of plants and animals and their evolutionary history astonished all as 

Students’ mind were constantly thronged by vastness of universe which is 

beyond one’s imagination. Second gallery showcased nature`s network, 

ecology, complete information about every section was given in Hindi as well 

as in English.  Model of leaves and their parts, food chain, food web, food 

pyramids, scavengers attracted students the most, whereas gallery three 

presented an overview of the environmental degradation caused by human 

activities and the need for its preservation and conservation. The excursion 

was a real success as students were heard saying, “I will tell papa to let mom 

also see these nice things.” 

    

    



COMMUNITY OUTREACHCOMMUNITY OUTREACHCOMMUNITY OUTREACHCOMMUNITY OUTREACH        

 

"We can't help everyone, but everyone can help 

someone.” 

Children are like saplings, they can be made what 
one wants at this age. Responsibility towards 
family, nation and for underprivileged can be 
imbibed right now. Being kind and helpful to 
needy will definitely make them good human and 
that is the core of peaceful life. Hence it is necessary to develop a concern 
for the orphans, poor and homeless children of India. And to do that a visit 
was organized for the students of class V to Hope Foundation, Paschim 
Vihar.  
The students distributed cloths, toys, notebooks, pencils, colors and other 
stationery to the children .The students learned the value of sharing and 
caring for others; and the people of the orphanage appreciated this gesture 
of the students. Indeed, a contented smile goes a long way. 
 
SCHOOL CINEMA SCHOOL CINEMA SCHOOL CINEMA SCHOOL CINEMA     
    
A film-based learning, combined with a fun and 

exciting workbook to reaffirm values, morals and 

equip children with skills to deal with everyday 

challenges. With the approach of every new 

month students eagerly wait for next movie to be 

shown in school cinema. In the month of August 

following movies were shown:  Class I- The Four Oxen and the Lion, Class II- 

The four Friends, Class III- Count Their Blessings, Class IV- The winning 

Goal., Class V- Heavenly Event, Class VI- Graveyard, Class VII- Wake up Dev, 

Class VIII- It’s My Choice, Class IX- Shorya, Class X- Road Home. 

 

LET’S ARGUELET’S ARGUELET’S ARGUELET’S ARGUE    

    

In a Debate competition held for classes IX & X on the topic, “Is Education 

necessary for Success” & Mobile Phone- are they really Indispensible”, 

teams outshined their opponent by putting forth valid ,practical and genuine 

reasons either to defend or oppose. The interactions of arguments made the 

session highly interesting and inspiring. 

 
 



 

SPECIAL ASSEMBLIESSPECIAL ASSEMBLIESSPECIAL ASSEMBLIESSPECIAL ASSEMBLIES    
    

JANMASHTMIJANMASHTMIJANMASHTMIJANMASHTMI    

A special assembly was organised on the pious 

occasion of Janamashtami – the eve of Lord 

Krishna’s birth. The events were based on the 

theme of lord Krishna, his life and teachings. The 

dance drama presentation was unique as teachers 

perfectly played the roles of various roles of 

famous characters like Dewaki, Vasudeva, Kansa etc, hence conveying the 

message of Bhagvadgeeta. Children enjoyed the dances and the enactment 

which refreshed the reason of celebrating Janamashtami. 

    

IDIDIDID----ULULULUL----FITRFITRFITRFITR    

A special assembly on the occasion of ID-UL-FITR 

was conducted by the students of class I. The values 

and beliefs were conveyed by a skit and a song. A 

quiz was also conducted wherein students were 

asked various questions based on the festival of Id. 

The assembly proved to be very educative for the 

students as it helped them understand the real 

meaning of unity in diversity in India.  

INDEPENDENCE DAY INDEPENDENCE DAY INDEPENDENCE DAY INDEPENDENCE DAY ––––    MERA DESH, MERA SWABHIMANMERA DESH, MERA SWABHIMANMERA DESH, MERA SWABHIMANMERA DESH, MERA SWABHIMAN    

The 66th Independence Day was celebrated with great 

fanfare and gaiety. The entire school was beautifully 

decorated with tricolor flags. Hon’ble Mr Ravichandra 

Gupta-founder Shahid Smriti Chetna Samiti was the Chief Guest. The 

event started with the unfurling of the National Flag followed by the 

singing of the National Anthem. In an Inter- house ‘Declamation Contest’, 

students of classes IX-XI delivered famous & important speeches of 

patriots. Whereas, in Characterization students of classes III-V spoke the

quotes & popular lines of great Indian leaders. Performance on patriotic 

songs & dances, and presentation of skits on ‘Corruption’ were also a part 

of wonderful celebration.    

 

 



  MORNING ASSEMBLIESMORNING ASSEMBLIESMORNING ASSEMBLIESMORNING ASSEMBLIES    

Participate and Shine. As participation even in morning assembly 

presentation grooms students’ skills and knowledge. Here are topics on 

which the assemblies were presented in the month of August. Class IV-

Ambition & Premchand, Class V- Independence Day, Class VI-Friendship & 

Fundamental duties towards Nation.  

    

WORKSHOPS:WORKSHOPS:WORKSHOPS:WORKSHOPS:    BUILDING BLOCKSBUILDING BLOCKSBUILDING BLOCKSBUILDING BLOCKS    
    

ART OF LIVING: YES TO MEART OF LIVING: YES TO MEART OF LIVING: YES TO MEART OF LIVING: YES TO ME    

 

“The sun rises and celebrate, the sky embraces 

and celebrate, birds sing and celebrate, buds 

blossom and celebrates, and we smile and serve, 

meditate and celebrate.” 

“Know yourself, say yes to beautiful you” is the main motto of Art of living, 

‘Yes+ course’. YES+ (Youth Empowerment and Skills Seminar) conducted an 

intro talk for classes XI and XII by Mr Sumit Prakash, an art of living faculty 

and Pallavi Chandrashekar, Yes+ volunteer. Students were explained the 

role of soft skills and domain knowledge for the successful & peaceful life 

which is easily achieved by adhering to human values, especially love, 

compassion and a sense of belongingness. 

 

TRAVEL AND TOURISMTRAVEL AND TOURISMTRAVEL AND TOURISMTRAVEL AND TOURISM    

One can shine, when learn how to earn. Students are constantly updated 

about courses available for different professions. A workshop on Travel & 

Tourism was conducted by KOUNI Academy. Information regarding 

qualification, duration, and scope in travel industry was imparted. The 

workshop added more scope for the student’s bright future 

 

GO ACTIVE  GO ACTIVE  GO ACTIVE  GO ACTIVE      

With increasing pressure of performance on students, it has become 

extremely vital for the students to spend some quality time and dedicate a 

part of their busy schedule to physical activity. With the same line of thought, 

a workshop “GO Active Movement” was conducted by The Cartoon Network, 

for students of classes 1-V .Children were seen very excited and enthusiastic 



to participate in the workshop, various types of games were played to 

enhance motor Skills , reflexes and coordination . All the winners and the 

participants got refreshment and certificates alike.     

 

PRACTISING PHYSICSPRACTISING PHYSICSPRACTISING PHYSICSPRACTISING PHYSICS    

A workshop on Physics for classes XI-XII by Mr. Sher Singh, secretary of 

Indian Association of Physics was conducted, focusing on specific chapters 

from the curriculum. Detailed discussion on Magnetism (XII) and Kinematics 

and Friction (XI) was held to clear the doubts of students and strengthen 

their basics. 

 

BASICS OF BIOBASICS OF BIOBASICS OF BIOBASICS OF BIO    

A workshop  by Mr. Virendra  Srivastava for class 11th and 12th  was 

conducted on the topic ‘Genetics’, The discussion was followed by an 

experiment to verify the F1 ratio stated in Mendel’s experiment.  Class 11th 

discussed the chapter Photo Synthesis. Simpler version of C3 cycle was also 

provided to the students. 

 

WOWOWOWORKSHOP BY FIIT JEERKSHOP BY FIIT JEERKSHOP BY FIIT JEERKSHOP BY FIIT JEE    

Awareness of what will be lost if not awaken now, is constantly tried hard to 

let students realize the importance of sincere and honest hard work in 

present. Mr. Chaterjee from FIIT JEE conducted a seminar encouraging 

students to score and study well. The session started with a brain storming 

but easy question, “Why do we study?” Students were awakened of the facts 

that without good score admission in a good college would be difficult. 

Moreover there will be difference in fee, quality of education & placements. 

The session ended with a calculative trick which was enjoyed by the 

students and left them in happy spirit.  

 

PROJECTS AND EXPERIMENTSPROJECTS AND EXPERIMENTSPROJECTS AND EXPERIMENTSPROJECTS AND EXPERIMENTS    

A workshop to encourage and guide students of classes XI and XII to perform 

accurately in practical was conducted by Dr A. K. Vashishth, subject expert. 

The session proved to be very interesting and extremely useful as it provided 

guidance in detail, on the  project work .The discussion was held on the 

topics like  chemicals reactions involved in the forensic laboratory, 

Pathological laboratories, working in petroleum refineries, and the 



accidental hazards caused in the functioning of coal and petroleum 

industries 

ELT WORKSHOP ELT WORKSHOP ELT WORKSHOP ELT WORKSHOP     

An aware and updated teacher is the need of the hour and for that 

workshops are constantly attended and organized by all faculty members. 

An ELT workshop was attended by language teachers organized by Ratna 

Sagar ltd held at Indian International Centre .The workshop aimed at gaining 

feedback and perceptions of teachers. A detailed discussion on the 

uppermost issues faced by the teachers while teaching language, numerous 

challenges and how they can be dealt with a few changes was held. The 

motive of the workshop was also to assess and remind that while technology 

has revolutionized teaching but yet, it cannot substitute a teacher.  

 

Dear Students 
“The three great essentials to achieve anything worthwhile are, 
first- hard work, second- consistency & third- confidence” We 
wish our students best of luck with the assurance of 
excellent results.  
And do remember, there is no short cut to success. 
 

Regards 

 

(Anuradha Govind) 

Principal 

 


